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Abstract 

Independent domination is having a chief contribution in theory of graphs. We can find its direct and indirect application 

in theory of matching, graphs colouring and trees. Computer applications developed by flow chart of this variant play an 

important role. Independence bondage number and Independence reinforcement number can be directly applied for the 

optimization. In this paper results regarding these two parameters have been discussed with illustrations for better 

understanding.  These results can be applied directly in the optimization for the applications like wireless 

communication, electrical network and social network theory. Programming to the mathematical modeling can lead 

easiest optimization for stake holders. 

 

Index Terms—Independence set or i set ,Iplus number , Iminus number   Max I  Set , critical graphs. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the application, domination has been discussed 

by many authors [4-8]. Fink introduced bondage 

number for domination in gaphs[3,9]. many research 

papers have been published regarding these two 

parameters. Authors have shown their interest in 

independent domination also [10-12] D. D. Pandya and 

D. K. Thakar [1] introduced the same concept for 

Independence number and they lebelled them as 

Independence bondage number or Iplus number and 

Independence Reinforcement number or Iminus 

number respectively. Here we are going to discuss 

social network graph and  wireless network 

communication graph. Results in these papers includes 

edge addition, edge removal and relation between 

vertices and edges.  

 

II. DEFINITIONS 

Definition 2.1 : Iplus number 

The minimum number of edges which must be 

removed from a graph   to increases the 

independence number  or i number of  is known as  

Iplus number of graph  . It is expressed as ( )I B   

 

 

Definition 2.2  : Iminus number 

The smallest number of edges whose addition in graph 

  decrease i number of   is called Iminus number of 

graph   expressed as ( )I R   

 

Definition 2.3  : Max  I set 

Max I set is the i  set whose cardinality is maximum. 

 

III. IPLUS NUMBER 

Lemma 3.1 :  ( )I B   will be always than or equal 

to l m+  for the graph   if   is the new graph 

obtained after removing l edges from the    and  

( )I B m =  

Theorem 3.2 : If 
1v  and 

2v  are adjacent vertices of a 

graph   then ( ) 1I B M  −  where M is the 

number of incident edges with  vertices 
1v  and 

2v  

Proof:   Consider the graph   with adjacent vertices  
1v  and 

2v   and   is the graph obtained  from  after 

removing edges incident to 
1v  and 

2v  except the 

common edge between two.  
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Here if W is max I set of   then we can say that any 

one of the two vertices 
1v  and 

2v  will be in W . 

Now if   is the graph obtained by removing edge 

1 2v v  from   then 0 0( ) ( )     means 

( ) 1I B  = .  So using the lemma 3.1, 

( ) 1I B M  −  where M  is the number of 

incident edges with  vertices 
1v  and 

2v  

Theorem 3.3 :  If 
1v  and 

2v  are vertices of graph   

such that distance between them is 2 and 
3v  is in the 

common neighbor hood of 
1v  and 

2v  then 

( ) 2I B M  −  where M  is the number of 

incident edges with vertices 
1 2 3,v v and v . 

Proof: 
1v  and 

2v  are vertices of graph   such that 

distance between them is 2 and 
3v  is in the common 

neighbor hood of 
1v  and 

2v . If we define the graph   

after removing edges incident to 
1 2 3,v v and v  from 

  except the common edge 
1 3 2 3v v and v v . 

Here if W is max I set of   then we can say that both 

vertices 
1v  and 

2v  belong to W  and 
3v  does not 

belong to W . Now if   is the graph obtained by 

removing edge 
1 3 2 3&v v v v  from   then 

0 0( ) ( )     means ( ) 2I B  = .   

So considering the statement of lemma 3.1, 

( ) 2I B M  −  where M  is the number of 

incident edges with vertices 
1 2 3,v v and v . 

                              

Theorem 3.4 : | ( )|I B   will be always less than or 

equal to the minimum cardinality of the set  . Where 

  is the set of degree of  vertex whose removal does 

not increase  or decrese independence number.  

Proof:  Consider the vertex   whose removal does 

not increase or decrease Independence number means 

mathematically 
0 0( ) ( )  − =  . Let there exist 

a    max I set   of the graph which does not 

include   . Let   be the new graph after removing 

all edges incident to    then   is I set in graph 

 . So | ( )|I B  will be always less than or equal to 

the number of edges incident with  . Hence proved.
                                                                              

 

Theorem 3.5 : Suppose   is the graph then 

| ( )| min ( , )I B      where 
0 ( )=   and 

  is  the set of degree of  vertex whose removal does 

not increase  or decrese independence number.  

Proof: Consider the vertex   whose removal does not 

increase or decrease I number means mathematically 

0 0( ) ( )  − =  . Let there exist a    max I set 

  of the graph which does not include  .  Now if 

we remove min( , )   edges then    is an I set 

in new graph  where    equals to 
0( )   edges 

incident to    &   equals to number of edges 

incident to    Which proves the theorem. 

                                 
 

Illustration 3.6 : Here we show, ( ) 1I B M  −  

where M  is the number of incident edges with  

vertices 
1v  and 

2v  with  1 2 3M = + =  

 

                           
1v     

2v  

 

                                      
( ) 3I  =                                                            ( ) 4I  =  

Figure 3.6.a 

 

Illustration 3.7 : Here we show,  ( ) 2I B M  −  where M  is the number of incident edges with vertices 

1 2 3,v v and v  with 1 1 1 3M = + + =  

 

 

 

                   

 

 

    
( ) 3I  =                                                         ( ) 4I  =  

Figure 3.7.a 

 

Illustration 3.8 : Here we show, ( ) 3I B   , for every vertex of the graph    
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( ) 4I  =                                                                    ( ) 5I  =  

Figure 3.8.a 

 

Illustration 3.9 : Here we consider the graph in which  ( ) 1I B  =  

 

 

 

 

( ) 1I  =
                                                      

( ) 2I  =  

Figure 3.9.a 

 

IV. IMINUS NUMBER 

Theorem 4.1 : The cardinality of ( )I R  will be 

less than or equal to   if the graph   is having 

exactly  max I set. 

Proof:  Suppose  is the graph having   max I set 

named as 
1 2 3, , ,,,,,,     . Now if we add   

edges 
1 2 3, , ,,,,,e e e e between two vertices of 

1 2 3, , ,,,,,,      respectively to form a new 

graph   having max I set as   then cardinality of 

will be less than or equal to ( )  . 

Let us assume cardinality is equal to ( )   then  is 

an I set in   also. Here  cardinality  of  is equal to  

( )   and  is an max I set in  . So   will be one 

of the 
1 2 3, , ,,,,,,      say 

1 .  

The subgraph induced by vertices of   in   will be 

same as the subgraph induced by vertices of 
1  in  . 

But   is an I set in   having no edges between two 

vertices. But according to starting of assumption, there 

is an edge 
1e  in 

1 . Which is the contradiction. So 

only one option is there and so  cardinality of  will be 

less than to ( )   which proves the statement. 

Illustration 4.2 : consider an example of 
8P . For every 

Independent set we can see  
8( ) 3RI P =  

 

             

 

      

   ( ) 4I  =                  ( ) 3I R  =  

      

Figure 4.2.a 

 

 

V. APPLICATION 

Application 5.1 Social Network Theory 

 

 
 

Kelleher presented research on dominating sets in 

social network graphs.[13]. In social network theory we 

are interested in relationships among member of group. 

Relationships can be defined in terms of dichotomous 
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property. Here this property between any two holds or 

not.  

One can define  a graph for this social network in 

which all these actors will play roll of vertices and their 

relation will be edge between them. If two actors are in 

direct relationship means in graph those two vertices 

will be adjacent to each other. If any two actors are not 

having direct relationship means in the graphical 

representation we will not find these vertices adjacent.  

However connected graph is also a concept where 

vertices are not connected directly but indirectly 

connection is there same as relationship between actors 

may be indirect. Logic of I plus number or I minus 

number for the optimization of these graph may be 

used. If one can develop programme for this social 

network by converting graphs into augmented matrix 

then optimization will be easy and quick task. 

 

Application 5.2 :  optimization of field through 

complete grid graph 

Optimization is the key to utilize minimum resources to 

gain maximum benefits. Lighting area, watering  farm 

with fountain method, broad casting coverage with 

minimum radio station, work assignment problems all 

these field may be taken care of with the optimization 

using complete grid graph allocating area according to 

field. Following table represents Iplus number and 

Iminus number  of complete grid graphs which is 

useful for all above fields for effectiveness with cost 

cutting. One may take help of programming as it is 

symmetric and generalized. 

 

GraphG  Iplus number  ( ( )I B G ) Iminus umber ( ( )I R G ) 

complete graphnK −  1 Not possible 

star graphnS −  1n −  1 

nC  1,     for odd no of vertices 

2,     for even no of vertices 

2,     for odd no of vertices 

6,     for even no of vertices 

5,     no of vertices is 5 

pathnP −  2,     for odd no of vertices 

1,     for even no of vertices 

1,  for odd no of vertices 

3,  for even no of vertices more than 3 

  Grid graphs ( )m nP P    

m=2 2  2  

m=3 2 ,     for even no of n 

 3 ,     for odd no of n 

2  

m=4 2  2  

m=5 2  2  
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